Solvent Clean HC
Filter powder for hydrocarbon solvent machines

**PROPERTIES:**
- essential for the maintenance of the solvent of hydrocarbon solvent machines without distillation
- enlarges the filter surface of the solvent filter
- has an extremely great adsorbent surface
- removes polar impurities and fatty acids from the solvent
- removes bleeded textile fibre pigments from the solvent
- in combination with NEUTRACID HC it avoids the bacterial infection of the solvent

**APPLICATION:**
Solvent Clean HC can be applied in all hydrocarbon solvent machines equipped with a precoated filter.

The dosing quantity of Solvent Clean HC depends on the type and size of the precoated filters and is determined by the specifications of the manufacturer of the machine.

Solvent Clean HC is renewed:
- when the solvent is discoloured,
- when the filter pressure has reached the limited value prescribed by the machine manufacturer
- when the maximum number of loads prescribed by the machine manufacturer is reached.

Using too high quantities of water and auxiliaries may cause conglutination of absorption agents and filter disc. In case of very strong bleeding of the colour new filter powder should be deposited.

**TECHNICAL DATA:**
Bulk weight 500 - 600 g/l

**HINTS:**
Storage
Store containers dry and tightly closed. The product can be stored for at least 24 months in its original sealed packing.